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Abstract: By taking the super-long railway tunnel as the object of research, based on setting problems of emergency stations adopted
by super-long railway tunnels, from the viewpoint of people's safe evacuation, several aspects were studied, such as the mode of
evacuation and rescue by adopting emergency station, the number and interval of the cross passage, and the people's safe evacuation
time under different fire scenes at the emergency station. The basis for optimal design and construction of the emergency station in
the super-long railway tunnel was provided, and it has vital practical significance to the perfection of fire emergency rescue and safe
evacuation plan in super-long railway tunnels.
Keywords: Super-long railway tunnel, Emergency station, Mode of evacuation and rescue, Cross passage, Disaster prevention and
rescue.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of railway construction projects, the number of the tunnels that have a length of more than
3km is nearly 200 in China [1, 2]. The number of the long-large tunnel is increasing, and the high-altitude super-long
railway tunnel comes out. The longest operating railway tunnel in China is Taihang mountain railway tunnels
(27.84km), and the highest altitude railway tunnel is Fenghuo mountain tunnel (4905.4m). The length of a railway
tunnel of Qinghai-Tibet line which is under construction is more than 30km and its altitude is over 3300m, which
belongs to the high-altitude super-long railway tunnel. This series long-large railway tunnel brought a lot of security
issues. Because the length of the long-large tunnel is too long, it is difficult for the train to get away from the tunnel in a
safe time. Thus, how to ensure the safety of the tunnel after the disaster occurs is a very important issue.
Tunnel is a long and narrow space structure, when fires break out in the tunnel, a lot of toxic and hot smoke will
pose a threat to people's life and the structure of the tunnel, and it will also seriously affect the personnel rescuing and
the firefighting work [3 - 10]. So, when the train gets fired in the tunnel, it should be pulled out of the tunnel as soon as
possible. Because the length of the long-large tunnel is too long, it is difficult for the train to get away from the tunnel
in a safe time, thus a fixed facility which is called emergency station is needed to set to make the train stop, put out fire
and make the person evacuate immediately in the super-long tunnel. Emergency station makes the two single tunnels of
the super-long railway tunnel be contact and mutual aid pattern, and it can be used as a place of fire fighting and rescue.
The emergency station has many functions, such as: the junction line for the train, emergency refuge and evacuation,
safety rescue, the ventilation control, and so on. Nowadays, the tunnel construction technology is getting more and more
attention to the disaster prevention and rescue of the super-long railway tunnel all over the world and the emergency
stations are set in several super-long railway tunnels [11, 12], such as Seikan tunnel in Japan, Gotthard tunnel in
Switzerland, Guadarrama tunnel in Spain, Wushaoling tunnel and Taihang mountain tunnel in China. The design of the
cross passage interval at the emergency station is based on the view point of safety at home and abroad. At present, a
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large number of experiments and numerical simulations have been carried out to study the safe evacuation of tunnel
personnel [13]. They studied the evacuation channel spacing for personnel safety in railway tunnels and in highway
tunnels. However, there is not a confessed reference about the method how to select the cross passage interval as well as
the setting problem of the emergency station.
Based on a super-long railway tunnel, calculation model of personnel evacuation was established to research on the
mode of evacuation and rescue by adopting emergency station in the super-long railway tunnel in this paper.
2. MODE OF EVACUATION BY ADOPTING THE EMERGENCY STATION
When the train gets fired in the tunnel, it should be pulled out of the tunnel to put out the fire as soon as possible.
But, because the length of the long-large tunnel is too long, it is difficult for the train to get away from the tunnel in a
safe time. To ensure the higher security of the tunnel, it needs to set a fixed facility which is called emergency station to
put out the fire and make the person evacuate immediately in the super-long railway tunnel.
It is provided [14] in China's high-speed railway tunnel technical standard: it should give priority to consider the
designated evacuation mode as the mode of the disaster prevention and rescue in the super-long tunnel or the tunnel
group with the length more than 20km, and set the fixed fire-fighting facilities and emergency exits near the emergency
station.
The main content of the evacuation by the emergency station mode is that if the fire breaks out in the carriage and
the situation of the fire cannot be controlled by the fire extinguishers of the carriage, it should evacuate the passengers
from the fired carriage to the neighbor safe carriages and close the doors of the fired carriage subsequently. Then drive
the train to the emergency station set in the tunnel and carry out the personnel evacuation and the firefighting work
immediately at the emergency station.
So, if the train gets fired, it should give priority to consider the designated evacuation mode to evacuate the
passengers in the super-long railway tunnel.
According to the form of the emergency station, there are two kinds of evacuation and rescue schemes:
1. With the refuge room. When the fired train stops at the emergency station, passengers should evacuate under the
train crew's guidance immediately, then all the people evacuate through the cross passage between two tubes to
the refuge room, after the rescue train arrived, they can evacuate from the refuge room to the safe tunnel and
take the rescue train to leave the tunnel.
2. Without the refuge room. When the fired train stops at emergency station, passengers should evacuate under the
train crew's guidance immediately, then all the people evacuate to the cross passages between two tubes and
wait for the arrival of the rescue train, then they evacuate from the cross passage to the safe tunnel and take the
rescue train to leave the tunnel.
Measures of the tunnel rescue can be concluded as the following ways:
1. People arrive at the ground directly through the emergency exit.
2. People wait in a safe area for the rescue train from the safe tunnel, then the rescue train will carry the people out
of the tunnel.
3. People wait in a safe area for the rescue vehicle from the service tunnel (parallel heading, transverse passage or
inclined shaft), then people will be evacuated out of the tunnel by the vehicle.
Different rescue measures can adapt to different conditions of the tunnel. However, the emergency exit meets the
people evacuate directly to the ground can hardly exist in general railway tunnels, and the design of the rescue through
the rescue vehicle is too complicated and quite uneconomical. So, under the possible conditions, the first consideration
is to rescue people by the rescue train, because in this way people can be rescued out of tunnel in the shortest period of
time.
Therefore, when the train gets fired and stops in the tunnel, it is recommended to adopt this way to rescue: people
wait in a safe area for the rescue train from the safe tunnel, and to be rescued out of the tunnel by the rescue train.
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3. THE NUMBER AND INTERVAL OF THE CROSS-PASSAGE IN THE EMERGENCY STATION
3.1. Theory of Safety Evacuation in the Tunnel
In case of the fire in the tunnel, safety evacuation requires people should reach the safe region before the fire
threatens people's life, that is, people's evacuation time should be shorter than the arrival time of the danger.
3.1.1Available safety evacuation time (ASET)
ASET is a limited time that from the fire breaks out to the fire threatens people's life. In case of the fire in the
tunnel, smoke is the main factor threatening to the security of the people. When the fire breaks out, generally take the
following situations to determine the available safety evacuation time as ASET [15].
a. When the visibility is below 10m at the characteristic height of human eyes.
b. When the temperature is above 80°C at the characteristic height of human eyes.
c. When the concentration of CO is above 2500ppm at the characteristic height of human eyes.
Any one of the three situations above reaches can be taken as ASET in the tunnel fire. Generally, the characteristic
height of human eyes is 1.6m on average.
3.1.2. Required Safety Evacuation Time (RSET)
RSET is a limited time that from the fire happens to the people arrive a safe region. This process can be divided
roughly into three phases [16]: alarm, response and movement, the corresponding time called alarm time (talarm), premovement time (tpre) and movement time (tmove). RSET=talarm+tpre+tmove.
3.1.3. Guidelines for Safe Evacuation
Fire Risk Assessment considers: if the available safety evacuation time is more than the required safety evacuation
time in the building, the people in the building can be evacuated safely. That is: ASET>RSET.
So, the safety evacuation should meet ASET>RSET in case of the fire in the tunnel, it is also known as: people's
evacuation time should be shorter than the danger's arrival time when fires break out in the tunnel.
3.2. Numerical Simulation of the Evacuation
Software called STEPS was used to establish the personnel evacuation model, aimed to simulate the process of the
personnel evacuation and to analyze the evacuation time under four different fire scenes at the emergency station.
3.2.1. Model of the Numerical Simulation
The spacing of the cross-passage is one of the most important parameters in the design of the emergency station.
According to European and Japanese experience, after the train gets fired, it can keep running for 15~20 minutes at the
speed of 80km/h. Therefore, the emergency station is set according to the distance of the fired train keep running for 15
minutes or set its location at the middle of the tunnel. Take into account the high requirement of the ventilation at the
emergency station, the location of the emergency station in the tunnel should be considered with the location of the
inclined shaft together. The probability of the train cannot arrive at the emergency station under a different number and
a different distance of the emergence station was simulated in the security design of Gotthard tunnel to determine the set
of its emergency station number and location [17 - 19]. Setting of the emergency station is shown as Table 1.
Table 1. Setting of the emergency station all over the world.
Tunnel name

Length of the tunnel

Number of the
emergency station

Length of the
emergency station

Interval of the
cross passage

Location of the emergency station

Seikan Tunnel

53.85 km

2

480m

40m

23km between two stations

Gotthard Tunnel

57.0 km

2

516m

86m

16km between two stations

Guadarrama Tunnel

28.4 km

1

500m

50m

Middle of the tunnel

Wushaoling Tunnel

20.05km

1

560m

70m

Middle of the tunnel

Taihangshan Tunnel

27.84km

2

600m

60m

15.6km between two stations

In order to select the rational spacing of the cross-passage in the emergency station, according to the experiences of
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the emergency station in China and abroad which can be seen in the Table 1, we select different spacing of the crosspassage such as 50m, 60m, 70m and 80m in the numerical simulation which is calculated by STEPS to simulate
different evacuation scenes.
In this study, the prototype of the calculation model is the super-long railway tunnel in the Qinghai-Tibet railway
line. According to the design parameters of Guanjiao tunnel, it set the effective width of the evacuation platform in the
emergency station to be 2.5m in the numerical model.
Arrangement of the emergency station in the simulation, please refer to Fig. (1).
Emergency station
Tube II

Cross-passage spacing

Head

Tube I

Refuge room

Cross-passage

Evacuation platform

Train

Tail

Fig. (1). Arrangement of the emergency station.

Parameters of the emergency station under different passage spacing, please refer to Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of the emergency station under different passage spacing.
Passage spacing
(m)

Length of the emergency
station (m)

Number of the crosspassage

Effective width of the crosspassage (m)

Effective width of the
evacuation platform (m)

50

500

11

3

2.5

60

480

9

3

2.5

70

490

8

3

2.5

80

480

7

3

2.5

According to the design of the train for Qinghai-Tibet Plateau [20], total length of the train is 450m, there are five
kinds of carriages in the Qinghai-Tibet railway passenger train: hard seat carriage, hard sleeper carriage, soft sleeper
carriage, dining carriage and power carriage. Specific parameters as shown in the following Table 3.
Table 3. Parameters of the train.
Parameters

Hard seat carriage

Hard sleeper carriage
Normal

Special

Soft sleeper carriage

Dining carriage Power carriage

Number of carriage

4

7

1

2

1

1

Number of people

98

60

54

32

44

0

392

420

54

64

44

0

Total

974

3.2.2. Scenes of the Numerical Simulation
According to the different evacuation requirements, the authors consider two kinds of evacuation mode: 1) The
people evacuate to the refuge room; 2) The people evacuate to the cross-passage.
According to the development of the fire when the train is arriving at the emergency station, we consider two kinds
of fire development: a) The smoke temperature is low (It means the fire is in its early stages of development.); b) The
smoke temperature is high (It means the fire is broke out.).
In order to analyze the personnel evacuation at the emergency station under different conditions, the authors select
four fire scenes to perform the simulation: A) Persons evacuate to the refuge room when the smoke temperature is high;
B) Persons evacuate to the refuge room when the smoke temperature is low; C) Persons evacuate to the cross-passage
when the smoke temperature is high; D) Persons evacuate to the cross-passage when the smoke temperature is low.
3.2.3. Parameters of the People in the Calculation
1) Characteristic parameters of the people.
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The personnel load in the calculation is designed according to the full load, and according to the design of the train
for Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the total personnel number of full load is 974 [21, 22]. Besides, via the statistics and analysis
of the passengers in the train, and consider in the aspect of simplifying the simulation, the authors can group the train
passengers according to their age, and they can be divided into three groups: old people, young people and children
[23]. Characteristic parameters of the people in the simulation, please refer to Table 4.
Table 4. Characteristic parameters of the people set in the simulation.
Type of the people

Width (m)

Depth (m)

Height (m)

Young people

0.45

0.3

1.75

Patience level
High

Old people

0.4

0.25

1.70

Middle

Children

0.3

0.2

1.40

Low

2) Evacuation velocity setting.
Evacuation velocity of the people is very important to this research. In order to get a true speed of passengers, the
authors took a real test at Beijing west railway station. It can be seen Fig. (2).

Fig. (2). Test at the railway station.

Through the test, the authors got the total time that the passengers left the platform was 5 minutes and the total
move distance of the passengers was 230 meters. By simple calculation, you can get the average speed of the people
move on the platform was about 0.9m/s. But, this is the velocity without the influence of the smoke.
Smoke can bring many negative effects on the people, such as walking velocity, psychology as well as the judgment
ability. The influence would be much more severe as the smoke concentration increasing. According to research at
home and abroad [24, 25], people's evacuation velocity is 0.4~0.9m/s under the flue gas condition.
Altitude more than 3000m is called the plateau region. Plateau region is characterized by low air pressure and the
concentration of oxygen in air is also low, easily lead to human hypoxia. Within a short time to enter more than 3000m
altitude can produce headache, dizziness, palpitations, shortness of breath and other reactions. At an altitude of 5500m
height, a person's ability to complete the exercise is reduced to 50% [26]. This super-long railway tunnel is at an altitude
of over 3300 meters, belonging to plateau region, people's physiology will be influenced by the high altitude.
To verify the effects of high altitude and smoke on the personnel evacuation velocity under the tunnel fire, the
authors took a simple walking test in the high-altitude tunnel under a fire. It can be seen in Fig. (3) below.
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Fig. (3). Walking test in the high-altitude tunnel under a fire.

When testers were walking in the tunnel, the smoke filled the tunnel fully, but the smoke concentration was not
high. The length of the test was just 120 meters, but testers walked nearly 3 minutes. By simple calculation, you can get
the average speed of the people move in the tunnel was about 0.7m/s. But, it is the velocity in the case of lighting. If
there is no light, the velocity will be much lower.
After comprehensive consideration, given evacuation velocity relative to the low-altitude area multiplied by the
conversion factor of 0.8, then the evacuation velocity under the high altitude smoke condition is 0.32~0.72m/s.
All the researches organized adults in the test to get the evacuation velocity without considering the children, the
elderly and disabled groups. So, in the simulation, given evacuation velocity of children and old people relative to
adults multiplied by the conversion factor of 0.8 and 0.6.
For greater safety factor, the authors will choose a relatively conservative calculation velocity. The velocity of the
people (Young people) is set to be 0.4m/s and 0.6m/s under the different tunnel fire scenes. Evacuation velocity of the
people under different scenes in the simulation is shown as Table 5.
Table 5. Evacuation velocity of the people in the simulation.
Type of the people

Evacuation velocity under different scenes (m/s)
Scene A and Scene C

Scene B and Scene D

Young people

0.4

0.6

Children

0.32

0.48

Old people

0.24

0.36

3.3. Evacuation Simulation Results and Analysis
3.3.1. Evacuation Simulation Results
1) The relationship between the evacuation time and the number of evacuated people under different fire scenes are
shown as Fig. (4).
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Fig. 4a. Correlation curve for the number of people and evacuation time under scene A
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Fig. 4b. Correlation curve for the number of people and evacuation time under scene B
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Fig. 4c. Correlation curve for the number of people and evacuation time under scene C
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Fig. 4d. Correlation curve for the number of people and evacuation time under scene D
Fig. (4). Correlation curve for the number of people and evacuation time under different scenes.

2) Comparison of the evacuation time under different scenes and different cross passage intervals is shown as Table
6.
Table 6. Comparison of the evacuation time under different scenes.
Cross passage interval

50m

60m

70m

80m

Scene A

313s

364s

388s

396

Scene B

215s

240s

254s

266

Scene C

252s

307s

320s

333s

Scene D

179s

194s

214s

230s
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3) Curves for comparisons of maximum density of people under different cross-passage spacing and different
scenes, please refer to Fig. (5).

Personnel density/person·m

-2

0.64

Evacuate to refuge room
Evacuate to cross passage

0.60
0.56
0.52
0.48
0.44
0.40
0.36
0.32
45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

Cross passage spacing/m
Fig. (5). Curves for comparisons of e maximum density of people under different cross-passage spacing and different scenes.

3.3.2. Analysis of Simulation Results
From Fig. (4) and Table 6, it can be seen, the evacuation time is different as the cross passage intervals are different,
and the evacuation time changes as fire scenes change. The evacuation time under the high smoke temperature fire
scene (broke out) is more than the low smoke temperature fire scene (early stages of development). Although the
evacuation time increases as the cross passage interval increases, the most evacuation time is 396s. Taking 6 minutes
(360s) as ASET when fires break out in tunnel, almost all the cross passage intervals can meet the standard of the safety
evacuation.
From Figs. (4 and 5), it can be seen, the number of people don't evacuate in the tunnel is different as the cross
passage intervals are different, and the evacuation time changes as fire scenes change. When the people's evacuation
velocity is lower, the number of the people didn't evacuate in the tunnel is more and the larger the cross passage interval
is, the more the number of the people don't evacuate in the tunnel is. The peak number of the people in the tunnel is
756, and then the available area of the evacuation route is 1200m2, so the maximum density of the people is 0.63
person/m2. The density of the people distribution is not large, and the evacuation route will not occur within the
congestion and block phenomenon.
Results show that the utilization of the head and the tail cross passages are 0 under the different cross passage
intervals, so the authors can consider removing both the head and the tail cross passages to reduce the number of the
cross passage, and to optimize the design.
Therefore, results show almost all the several cross passage intervals selected in the numerical simulation can meet
the safety evacuation under different fire scenes at the emergency station, but for actual selection of the emergency
station setting of this high-altitude super-long tunnel should consider much more comprehensive factors. Considering
factors of the complex environment and the engineering economy, the cross passage interval of the emergency station in
the tunnel is recommended to be 60m.
CONCLUSION
By taking the super-long railway tunnel as the research object, a large number of numerical simulation has been
taken in the paper, aiming to solve problems of the emergency station design of the super-long railway tunnel, such as
the number, the location and the length of the emergency station, the number and the interval of the cross passage, and
the people's safety evacuation time under different fire scenes at the emergency station. The mode of evacuation and
rescue by adopting emergency station is summarily discussed and summarized. Here are the several conclusions as
follows:
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1. The super-long railway tunnel is recommended to set emergency stations in the design of its disaster prevention
and rescue and the disaster prevention and rescue mode should give priority to consider the designated
evacuation mode and adapt the rescue train to rescue.
2. According to the calculation result, both kinds of emergency station form setting can meet the available safety
evacuation time, from the viewpoint of greater security, the recommended design contains the refuge room.
There is better security equipment which can enhance the security of the rescue facilities. So, considering the
higher security, the form of the emergency station is recommended to be the form with refuge room.
3. Considering factors of the complex environment and the engineering economy, the cross passage interval of the
emergency station in the tunnel is recommended to be 60m.
The scheme of the emergency station setting of the super-long railway tunnel was decided, the basis of further
optimize the design and the construction was provided, and it has vital practical significance to the perfection of fire
emergency rescue and safe evacuation plan in super-long railway tunnels.
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